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The basic theory of Markov chains has been known to
mathematiciansand engineers for close to 80 years, but it is
only in the past decadethat it has beenapplied explicitly to
problemsinspeech processing. One of the major reasons why
speech models,based on Markov chains,have not been developed until recently was the lack of a method for optimizing
the parameters ofthe Markov modelto matchobservedsignal
patterns.Such a method was proposed in the late1960'sand
was immediately applied to speech processing in several research institutions. Continued refinementsin the theoryand
implementationofMarkov modelling techniqueshave greatly
enhanced the method, leadingtoawide range of applications
of these models. It is the purpose of this tutorial paper to
give an introduction to the theoryof Markov models,and to
illustrate how they have been applied to problems in speech
recognition.

Consider next a somewhat more complicated signal—
namely a sinewave imbeddedin noise. The noise components of the signal make the modelling problem more
complicated because in order to properly estimate the
sinewave parameters (amplitude, frequency, phase)
one has to take into account the characteristics of the
noise component.
In the above examples, we have assumed thesinewave
partof thesignal was stationary—i.e.nottimevarying. This
may not be a realistic assumption. If, for example, the
unknown process produces a sinewave with varying amplitude, then clearly a non-linear model, e.g. amplitudemodulation, may be more appropriate. Similarly, if we
assume that the frequency, instead of the aniplitude, of
the sinewave is changing, a frequency-modulation model
might be most appropriate.
Linearsystemmodels

INTRODUCTION

YOU ARE GIVEN the following problem. A
real world process produces asequence ofobservable
• symbols. The symbols could bediscrete (outcomes ofcoin
tossing experiments, characters from a finite alphabet,
•
quantized vectors from a codebook,etc.) or continuous
(speechsamples, autocorrelation vectors, vectors of linear
predictioncoefficients,etc.). Your job is to build a signal
model that explains and characterizes the occurrence of
the observed.symbols. If such a.signal model is obtainable, it then can be used later to identify or recognize
other sequences of observations.
•
In attacking such a problem, some fundamental decisions, guided by signal and system theory, mustbe made.
For example, one must decide on the form of the model,
linear or non-linear, time-varying or time-invariant, deterministic or stochastic. Dependingon these decisions, as
well as other signal processing considerations, several
possible signal models can be constructed.
To fix ideas, consider modellinga pure sinewave. If we
have reason to believethat the observed symbols are from
a puresinewave, then all that would need to be measured
is theamplitude,frequencyand perhaps phase ofthe sinewave and an exact model, which explains the observed
symbols, would result.
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The concepts behind the above examples have been
well studied in classical communicationtheory. The variety and types of real world processes, however, does not
stop here. Linear system models, which model the observed symbols asthe output of a linearsystem excited by
an appropriate source, form another important class of
processes for signal modeling and have proven usefui for
a wide variety of applications For example, "short time"
segments of speech signals can be effectively modeled as
the output of an all-pole filter excited by appropriate
sources with essentially a flat spectral envelope. Thesignal
modeling technique, in this case, thus involves determination of the linear filter coefficients and, in some
cases, theexcitationparameters.Obviously, spectral analyses of other kinds also fall within this category.
One can further incorporatetemporalvariations of the
signal into the linear system model by allowingthe filter
coefficients,or theexcitationparameters, to change with
time. In fact, many real world processes cannot be meaningfully modeled without considering such temporal
variation. Speech signals are one example of such processes. There. are several ways to address the problem of
modeling temporalvariation of a signal.
As mentioned above, within a "short time" period,
some physical signals, such as speech, can be effectively
modeled by a simple lineartime-invariant systemwith the
0740-7467/86/O100-0004$O1.OO©1986
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appropriate excitation.The easiestway then to addressthe
time-varying nature of theprocess is to view it as a direct
concatenation of these smaller "short time" segments,
each such segment being individually represented by a
linearsystem model. In other words, theoverall model is
a synchronous sequence of symbols where each of the
symbols is a linear system model representing a short segment of the process. In a sense this type of approach
models the observed signal using representative tokensof
the signal itself (or some suitably averaged set of such
signals if we have multiple observations).
Time-varyingprocesses

Modeling time-varying processes with the above approach assumes that every such short-time segment of
observation is a unit with a prechosen duration. In general, however, there doesn't exist a precise procedure
to decide what the unit duration should be so that both
the time-invariant assumption holds, and the short-time
linearsystemmodels (as well as concatenation of the models) are meaningful. In mostphysical systems,the duration
of a short-time segment is determined empirically. In
many processes, ofcourse, one would neitherexpectthe
properties of the process to change synchronously with
every unit analysisduration, nor observe drasticchanges
from each unit to the next except at certain instances.
Making no further assumptions about the relationship between adjacent short-timemodels, and treatingtemppral

variations, small or large, as 11typ!cal" phenomena in the
observed signal, are key features in the above direct concatenation technique. This template approach to signal
modeling has proven to be quite useful and has been the
basis of a wide variety of speech recognitionsystems.
There are good reasonsto suspect, atthis point,that the
above approach, while useful, may not be the most efficient (in terms of computation,storage, parameters etc.)
• techniqu.e as far as representation is concerned. Manyreal
world processes seem to manifest a rather sequentially
changing behavior;the propertiesofthe process are usually held pretty steadily, except for minor fluctuations,
for a certain period of time (or a number of the abovementioned durationunits),and then, at certain instances,
change (gradually or rapidly) to another set of properties.
The opportunity for more efficient modeling can be exploited if we can first identify these periods,of rather
steadily behavior, and then are willing to assume that the
temporalvariations within each of these steady periods
are, in a sense, statistical. A more efficient representation

may then be obtained by using a common short time
model for each of the steady, or weIl-behved parts of the
signal, along with some characterization of how one
such period evolves to the next. This is how hidden
Markov models (HMM) come about. Clearly, three problems have to be addressed: 1) how these steadily or distinctively behaving periods can be identified, 2) howthe
11sequential!y" evolving nature of these periods can be
characterized, and 3) what typical or common short time
model should be chosen for each of these periods. Hid-

den Markovmodels successfully treatthese problems under a probabilisticor statistical framework.
It is thus the purpose of this paper to explainwhat a
hidden Markov model is, why it is appropriate for certain
types of problems, and how it can be used in practice. In
the next section,we illustratehidden Markov models via
some simple coin toss examples and outline the three
fundamental problems associatedwith the modelingtechnique. We then discuss howthese problems can be solved
in Section III. We will not direct our general discussion to
anyone particularproblem,butattheend ofthis paperwe
illustratehow HMM's are used viaa coupleof examples in
speech recognition.
DEFINITIONOF A HIDDEN MARKOVMODEL

An HMM is a doubly stochastic process with an underlying stochastic process that is not observable (it is hidden), but can only be observed through another set of
stochastic processes that produce the sequence of observed symbols. We illustrate HMM's with the following
coin toss example.
Coin toss example
To understand the concept of the HMM, consider the
following simplified example. You are in a room with a
barrier (e.g., a curtain) through which you cannot seefl
what is happening. On the other side of the barrier is
another person who is performing a coin (or multiple
coin) tossingexperiment. The other person will not tell
you anythingabout what he is doing exactly; he will only
tell you the result of each coin flip. Thus a sequence of
hidden coin tossing experiments is performed, and you
only observe the results of the coin tosses, i.e.
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where C stands for heads and T stands for tails.
Given the above experiment, the problemis how do we
build an HMM to explain the observed sequence of heads
and tails. One possible model is shown in Fig. la. We call
this the "1-fair coin" model. There are two states in the
model, but each state is uniquely associated with either
heads (state 1) or tails (state 2). Hence this model is not
hidden because the observation sequence uniquely definesthestate. Themodel represents a "faircoin" becaUse
theprobabilityof generating a head (or a tail) following a
head (or a tail) is 0.5; hence there is no bias on the current
observation. This is a degenerate example and shows how
independent trials, like tossing of a fair coin, can be interpreted as a set of sequential events. Of course, if the
person behind the barrier is, in fact, tossinga single fair
coin, this model should explain the outcomes very well.
A second possible HMM for explaining the observed
sequence of coin toss outcomes is givenin Fig. lb. We call
this model the"2-faircoin" model. There are again 2 states
in the model, butneither state is uniquelyassociatedwith
JANUARY1986
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either headsor tails. Theprobabilitiesof heads (or tails) in
either state is 0.5. Also the probability of leaving (or remaining in) either state is 0.5. Thus, in this case, we can
associate each state with a fair (unbiased) coin. Although
the probabilities associatedwith remaining in, or leaving,
either of thetwo states are all 0.5, a little thought should
convince the reader that the statistics of the observable
output sequences of the 2-fair coins model are independent of the statetransitions. The reason for this is that this

6
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model is hidden (i.e. we cannot know exactly which fair
coin (state) led. to the observed heads or tails at each observation), but is essentially indistinguishable (in a statistical sense) from the 1.-fair coin model of Fig. la.
Figuresicand id show two more possible HMM'swhich.
can account for theobservedsequence of heads and tails.
The model of Fig. ic, which we call the 2-biased coins
model, has two states (corresponding to two different
coins). In state 1, the coin is biased strongly towards
heads. In state 2, the coin is biased stronglytowards tails.
The state transition probabilities are all equal to 0.5. This
2-biased coins model is a hidden Markov model which
is distinguishable from the two previously discussed
models. Interestingly, the reader should be able to convince himself that the long time statistics (e.g. average
number of heads or tails) of the observation sequences
from the HMM of Fig. ic are the same as those from the
models of Figs. la and lb. This model is very appropriate
if what is happening behind the barrier is as follows.The
person has three coins, one fair and the other two biased
according to the description in Fig. ic. The two biased
coins are associated with the two faces of the fair coin
respectively. To report the outcome of every mysterious
coin flip, the person behind the barrier first flips the fair
coin to decidewhich biased coin touse, and then flips the
chosen biased coin to obtain the result. With this model,
we thus are able to look into and explain the above subtle
characteristic changes (i.e. switching the biased coins).
The model of Fig. ld, which we call th.e 3-biased coins
model, has three states (corresponding to three different
coins). In state 1 the coin is biased slightlytowards heads;
in state 2 the coin is biased stronglytowardtails; in state 3
the coin is biased slightlytoward tails. We have notspecified values of the state transition probabilitiesin Fig. id;
clearly the behavior of the observation sequences produced by such a model are strongly dependent on these
transition probabilities.(To convince himselfof this, the
reader should considertwo extreme cases, namely when
the probabilityof remaining in state 3 is large (>0.5), or
small (<005). Very differentsequence statistics will result
from these twoextremes becauseof the strongbias ofthe
coin associated with state 3). As with the 2-biased coin
model, some real scenario behind the barrier, corresponding to such a model can be composed; the reader
should find no difficulty doing this himself.
There are several important points to be learned from
this discussion of how to model the outputs of the coin
tossing experiment via HMM's. First we note that one of
the most difficult parts of the modeling procedure is to
decide on the size (the number of states) ofthe model.
Without some a priori information, this decision often is
difficult to make and could involvetrial and error before
settling onthe most appropriate model size. Althoughwe
stopped at a 3-coin model for the above illustration,even
this might be toosmall. How do we decide on how many
coins (states) are reallyneeded in the model? The answer
to this question is related to an even larger question,
namely how dowe choose model parameters (state transi-

tion probabilities, probabilitiesof heads and tails in each
state) to optimize the model so that it best explains the
observed outcome sequence. We will try to .answer this
question in the section on Solutions to the Three HMM
Problemsas this is the key to the successful use of HMM's
for realworld problems.A final point concerns thesize of
the observation sequence. If we are restricted to a small
finite observation sequence we may notbe able to reliab!y
estimate the optimal model parameters. (Think of the
case of actually using 10 coins but be given a set of
50—100observations). Hence, in asense, dependingonthe
amount of model training data we are given, certain
HMM's may not be statistically, reliablydifferent.

To fix ideas, let us consider the "urn and ball" model of
Fig. 2. There are N urns, each filled with a large number of
colored balls. There are M possible colors for each ball.
The observation sequence is generated by initially choosing one of the N urns (according to an initial probability
distribution),selecting a ball from the initial urn, recording its color, replacing the ball, and then choosing a new
urn according to a transition probabilitydistributionassociated with the current urn. Thus a typical observation
sequence might be:

clock time

1

2 3 4 . ..T

urn (hidden) state q3q1q1q2
color (observation). R B y y.. . R

Elements of an HMM

Wenow explainthe elements and the mechanismof the

We now formally define the following model notation
type of HMM's that we discuss in this paper:
of
states
in
the
for
a discrete observation HMM:
a
finite
1. There are
number, say N,
a
state
is
but
shall
not
define
what
model; we
rigorously
T = lengthof the observation sequence (total numberof
simply say that within a state the signal possesses some
clock times)
measurable,distinctive properties.
N = number of states (urns) in the model
2. At each clock time, t, a new state is entered based M = number of observation
symbols (colors)
upon a transition probability distribution which depends Q = {q, q2, . . . , qN}, states (urns)
on the previous state (theMarkovian property). (Note that V = {v1, v2,.. . ,VM} discrete set of possible symbol obserthetransition may be such that the process remains in the
vations (colors)
previous state.)
3. After each transition is made, an observation output
symbol is produced accordingtoa probabilitydistribution
whichdepends on the currentstate. This probabilitydistri-.
bütion is held fixed for the state regardlessof when and
how the state is entered. There are thus N such observation probability distributions which, of course, represent random variables or stochastic processes.

A = {a,1},a,1 = Pr(q,att + 1 q,att),statetransitionprobabilitydistribution
B
{b1(k)}, b,(k) = Pr(vk attq1 at t), observation symbol
probabilitydistribution in state j
= {ir,}, ii = Pr(q1 at t = 1), initial state distribution
Using the model, an observation sequence,

0102,..

0=

is generated as follows:
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1. Choose an initial state, i1, according tothe initial state •for the uncovered state sequence. A typical use of the
recovered state sequenceis to learn aboutthe structureof
distribution, ir;
=
the model, and to get average statistics, behavior, etc.
2. Set t 1;
3. Choose according to b•(k),thesymbolprobability within individualstates.
Problem 3 is the one in which we attempt to optimize
distribution in state it;
4. Choose it+i according to {at+},
1,2,. . . , N, the model parameters so as to best describe how the observed sequence comes about. We call this a training sethe state transition probabilitydistribution for state
=
3
<
5. Set
+ 1; return to step if
T; otherwise quence in this casesince it is used to train the model.The
terminate the procedure.
training problem is the crucial one for most applications
of HMM's. since it allows us to optimally adapt model
We use the compact notation A = (A, B, ii) to represent
to observed training data—i.e. to create best
an HMM. Specification of an HMM involves choice ofthe parameters
models for real phenomena.
numberof states, N, and the numberof discrete symbols
To fix ideas, consider the following speech recognition
M, (we will briefly discuss continuousdensity HMM's at scheme.Wewantto
design an N-state HMMfor each word
theend of this paper),, and specification of the three of a V-word vocabulary.
Using vector quantization (VQ)
probabilitydensities A, B, and ir. If we try to specify the techniques, we represent the speech signal by a sequence
relative importance of the three densities, A, B, and IT, of
VQ codebook symbols derived from an M-word codethen it should be clearthat for most applications ir is the book. Thus we start with a
training sequence, for each
least important(this represents initial conditions),and B is
of
word,
consisting a numberof repetitionsof
the most important(since it is directly related to the ob- vocabulary
the
word
(by one or more talkers). We. use the
spoken
served symbols). For some problems the distributionA is solution
to
Problem 3 to optimally get model parameters
also quite important(recall the 3-biased coins models dis- for each word model.To
develop an understanding of the
cussed earlier), whereas for other problems (e.g. isolated
of
the
model
states, we use the solution
physical meaning
word recognitionproblems) it is of less importance.
to Problem 2 to segment each of the word training seThe threeproblems for HMM's
quences into states, and then studythe observations ocGiven the form of the HMM discussed in the previous curring in each state. The result of this study may lead to
We shall discuss this
section, thereare three key problems of interest that must further improvements on the model.
on an unknown
in
later
sections.
to
do
Finally
recognition
be solved for the model to be useful in real world applicato
1
to score each
we
use
the
solution
Problem
word,
tions. These problemsare thefollowing:
word model based upon the given test observation se=
Problem 1 — Given the observation sequence
quence, and select the wordwhose word model score is
and the model A = the highest.
02,. . . ,
(A,B,ir), how we compute Pr(OIA), the
We now present the formal mathematical solutions to
of
the
observation
sequence.
probability
thethreefundamental problems for HMM's.And,
= each ofshall
Problem2 — Given the observation sequence
as we
see, these three problemsmay be linked to01, 02,. . . , 0,-, how we choose a state gether under our probabilisticframework.
,h- which is optisequence! = i1,i2
mal in some meaningful sense.
SOLUTIONS TO THE THREE HMM PROBLEMS
Problem 3 — How we adjust the model parameters
A = (A, B, IT) to maximize Pr(OIA).
Problem 1
We wish to calculate the probabilityof the observation
Problem 1 is theevaluation problem: given amodeland
the
how
we
can
a sequence of observations,
sequence 0, giventhe modelA. The most straightforward
compute
that
the
observed
was
sequence
.produced way of doing this is through enumeratingevery possible
probability
as:
the
model.
We
can
also
view
the
problem
given a state sequence of length T (the numberof observations).
by
the probamodel and asequence of observations, how we "score"or For every fixed state sequence I 11i2. . .
evaluatethe model. The latter viewpointisvery useful. If bility of the observation sequence is Pr(0 I I, A), where
we think of the case in which we have several competing
Pr(0I I, A) = b,1(01)b12(02) . . . b,(O,-)
models (e.g. the four models of Fig. 1 forthe coin tossing
on the other.
experiment), the solution to problem 1 allows us to The probability of such a state sequence I,
choose the model which best matches the observations. hand, is
Problem 2 isthe one inwhichwe attemptto uncoverthe
Pr(l IA) = ir,1a,112a,2,3 a,-_fl-.
hidden part of the model, i.e. the state sequence. This
is a typical estimation problem. We usually use an opti- The joint probability of and 1, i.e., the probabilitythat
and I occursimultaneously, is simplythe productofthe
rnality criterion to solve this problemas best as possible.
above
two terms, Pr(0,!IA) = Pr(OII,A) Pr(IIA). The
Unfortunately, as we will see, there are several possible
hence
the
probability of then is obtained by summing this joint
optimality criteria that can be imposed and
of
the
intended
use
choice of criterion isastrong function
probabilityover all possible state sequences:

O

i+

t t

t

0,

0-,

i;

0
0

0

0

0

0

B
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Box 1

Pr(OjA) = E Pr(OIi,A)
all I

=

E
11,12

IT

Pr(IjA)

ir11b,1(01)a1112b;2(02)

_________________________________________________

and generate symbol OT with probabilityb,T(OT).
A little thought should convince the reader that the calculation of Pr(O(A), accurding to its direct definition, involves on the order of 2T , rajculations, since at every
time t = 1,2,. . . ,T, there are N possible states to go
through and for each summand about 2T calculations are
required. (To be precise, we need (2T — 1)NT multiplications and NT 1 additions.)This calculation is computationally unfeasible, even for small values of N and T;
e.g. for N = 5, T = 100, there are on the order of
2 100 . 5100 1072 computations! Clearly a moreefficient
procedure is required to solve problem1 . Such a pro-

of the computationin the above equation is the following. Initially (attime = 1) we are in state
Ii with probability m, and generate the symbol O with
probabilityb,1(01). We then make a transition to state 2
with probabilitya,112, and generate symbol 02 with probability b,2(02). This process continues until we make thelast cedure exists and is sometimes called the forwardtransition from state 'T1 to state 'T with probabilitya,T_l,7 backward procedure. (See Box 1)
The interpretation

t
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since at(i) accountsfor 01, 02,. . . , Ot and state q at t, and
. , OT given state q at t. Thenorf3(i) accounts for
malization factor, Pr(OIA), makes yt(I) a conditional
probability, so that Z.1 yt(I) = 1.
Using yt(I), the individuallymost likely state, at time

i,

t is

I = argmax{yt(i)]
1iN
Problem 2
There are several possible ways Qf solving Problem 2,
namely finding the optimalstate sequence associatedwith
the given observation sequence, since there are several
possible optimality criteria. One possible op.timality criterion is to choose the states, h,, which are individually
most likely. This maximizes the expected number of correct individualstates. To implementthis solution we define thevariable
= Pr(it =
O,A)

i.e. the probabilityof being in state q1 at time t, giventhe
observation sequence 0 and the model A. A little thought
shouldconvincethe reader that yt(!) is trivially expressed

in terms of the a's and /3's as
—

yt(') —

a(i)/3t(i)
Pr(O A)

IEEE ASSP MAGAZINE JANUARY 1986
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There might be some problemswith the above criterion
and solution, however. When there are disallowed
transitions—i.e.a11 = 0 for some and the obtained
state sequence may in fact be an impossible state sequence. The solution simply determines the most likely
state at every instance without regard to the global trellis
structure, the neighboring(in time) state, and the length
of the observation sequence. It is still useful, though,as in
practice such undesirab!e situations do not usually occur,
and this instantaneous optimality provides insights for a
theoretically tractable parameter smoothingscheme.
Thedrawback of the above approach points to the necessity of global constrains, of some type, on the derived
optimal state sequence. Almost trivially, an optimalitycriterion of this type is to find the single best path (state
sequence) with the highest probability, i.e. to maximize
Pr(O,I/A). A formal technique for finding this single best
state sequence exists and is called the Viterbi algorithm.
(See Box 2)

i

j,

Problem3

The third problem is to adjust the model parameters
to maximize the probability of the observation

(A, B, IT)

10

t

1

sequencegiventhe model.Thisis the mostdifficult of the
threeproblemswe havediscussed. There is no known way
to solve for a maximum likelihood model analytically.
Therefore an iterativeprocedure,such as the Baum-Welch
method,or gradienttechniques for optimizationmustbe
used. Herewe will onlydiscuss the iterative procedure. It
appearsthat with this procedure,the physical meaning of
various parameter estimates can be easily visualized.
To describe how we (re)estimate HMM parameters, we
first define t(i,j) as

:i4

ic

HI
H

:

,

(i,j) = Pr(/t = q, it÷i = q1 0, A)
i.e. the probabilityof a path beingin state q attime t and
making a transition to state q1 at time t + 1, given the

?iL

I

H

observation sequence and the model. From Fig. 5 it
should be clear that we can write et(i,j) as

t(',J) —

Pr(O

:tiI

A)

In the above, at(i) accounts for the first t observations,
ending in state q at time t, the term a,b,(O+1) accounts
for the transition to state q1 at time t + 1 with the occurrence of symbol Ot+, and the term t+i(J) accounts for

I

ox 3
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the remainder of the observation sequence. The normalization factor Pr(O A) provides the proper normalization
for et(i,/).
Recall that we have previously defined yt(I) as the probability of being in state q at time t, given the observation
sequence and the model; hence we can relate yt(1) to
et(i,J) by summing et(i,j) over), giving
yc(i) =

If we sum yt(I) over the time index t, we get a quantity
which can be interpretedastheexpected (overtime) number of times that state qi is visited, or equivalently, the
expected number of transitions made from state q, if we
exclude the last moment, T, in the summation. Similarly,
summation of et(i,/) over (from t = 1 to = T — 1) can
be regarded as the expected number of transitions from
state q, to state q1. That is

t

T—1

t

yt(I) = Expected number of transitions
made from q

e(i,j)•

Expected number of transitions
from state qi to state q1

Using the above formulas (and the concept of counting
event occurrences) we can use the Baum-Welch method
to reestimate values of the HMM parameters. (See Box 3)
Summary

ofresults

Wehave shown howto define an HMM, how to score it
on an observation sequence (Problem 1), howto make'a
best guess as to the hidden state sequence (Problem 2),
and how to optimize model parameters to best match a
given training sequence (Problem 3). In the next section
we discusssome propertiesofthemodels, issuesinvolved
in practical implementation, and some special cases of
the B parameters. Finally, in Section V, we illustrate the
application of HMM's to a simple speech recognitionsystem to show one possible way of applying the concepts
discussed here.

WITH HMM'S
In this section we discuss several issues related to types
of HMM's, issues in implementation,and extensions of
the basic model to more advanced form• s. We will, not be
rigorous here,but will only give indications of the kinds of
problems peoplehavebeen concerned with. More detail
on the mathematical aspects are given in the references.
ISSUES

Types of I-IMM's

The general HMM we have, been dealingwith until now
is assumed to have essentially a full state transition matrix,
i.e. transitions can be made, from anystate some wayto
any other state. Such models 'are often ergodic in the
sense that any state will be revisited with probabilityone
and that such revisits are not required to take place at
show an example of one
periodic intervals of time.

ir

W
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such model in Fig. 6a. (Here N = 4 states). For some applications we are interested in. non-ergodic models where
we impose constraints on the state transition matrix. For
example, Figs. 6b and 6c show two examples of non-'
ergodic HMM's.Forthesecases the state transition matrix
is upper triangular(i.e. transitions can only be made to a
statewhose indexis as large or largerthan the indexof the
currentstate). Such models have been called left-to-right
models since the state sequence which producedthe observation sequence must always proceed from the left-.
most state to the rightmoststate. Suchleft-to-right models
inherently impose a temporal order to the HMM since
lower numbered states acco,unt for observations occurring prior to those for higher numbered states.,We shall
see how we use this feature to our advantage in our discussion of how we apply HMM's to speech recognition.

2. Gaussianautoregressive M-component mixture densiImplementationissues
the form
In the section on Solutions to the Three HMM Prob- ties of
M
=
lems, we outlined several simple and straightforward proCjkb,k(X)
b1(x)
k1
cedures for working with HMM's. For the most part the
where
procedures work exactly as discussed. However there is
aJk)/2
at least one computational issue of significance, and a
=
bjk(x)
(2.)K/2
couple of practical aspects that mustbe kept in mind, for
the procedures to be maximally useful.
a) = ra(0)rx(0) + 1=1 ra(i)rx(i)
The computational issue concerns the implementation oftheforward-backward computation.A quickglance
a vector x (of
will convince the reader that both at(1) and 13t(i) tend ô(x; a) is thestandard LPC distance between
and
an
LPC vector a
dimension
with
autocorrelation
K)
to zero geometrically fast'(recall that all probabilitiesare
dimension
with
autocorrelatiori
ra.
p)
less than 1.0). Hence a scaling technique of the a's and (of
underffow.
The
deThese
alternate
is required to avoid mathematical
density functions have been used to
in
are
the
of
tails of such scaling procedures
scope
good advantage several speech recognition systems.
beyond

2

(x;

r,

's

this paper.

A second issueconcerns theuse of afinite setoftraining
data for estimating the HMM parameters. If we look at
the reestimation formulas we seethat a parameter will be
set toOifthereare no occurrences inthe trainingset—i.e.
if a symbol does not occur often enough in t.he observation sequence, then the probability for that symbol will
be 0 in some states. If this effect is due to the small size
of the training observation sequence, then special effort
must be made to insure that no HMM parameter becomes
too small; If it is a real effect, then a zero probability
parameter is perfectly reasonable. In any case care, must
be taken to guarantee (perhaps via constraints on the
parameter space) that the estimated HMM parameters
are reasonable.
Finally we point out that all the formulaspresented in
this paperfor a single observation sequence canbe modified to handle thecaseof multipleobservationsequences.
Hence one could do training of an HMM from a long
single sequence, or from a set of multiple' observation
sequences' (particularly useful for non-ergodic models).
Specialcases of the B parameters
Until now we have on!y considered thecase of discrete
symbol HMM's, i.e. where the observation sequence was
one of a setof M discrete symbols. The model can readily
be extended to the casewhere the observations are continuous. symbols, or more generally, continuous vectors,
x. For such a model the b1(k) probabilitydensityis replaced
N, where
by the continuous density, b1(x), 1
=
that
observation
b1(x)dx
probability
vector, 0, lies between x and x + dx.
There are several special forms for b1(x) which have been
.proposed, including:
1. Gaussian M-componentmixture densities of the form

j

b1(x) =

EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF HMM'S—ISOLATEDWORD

'RECOGNITION

Hidden Markov models have been found to be extremely usefulfor ecology, cryptanalysis, and awide spectrum of speech applications. Here we consider the case
of trying to use HMM's to build an isolated word recognizer. Assume we have a vocabulary of V words to be
recognized. We have a training set of L tokens of each
word (spoken by 1 or more talkers), and an independent
testingset.To do speech recognition we performthe following steps:
1. First we build an HMM for each word in the vocabulary.
We use the observations from the set of L tokensto estimate the optimum parameters for each word, giving
v
V.
model X', for the vth vocabularyword, 1
2. Foreach unknownword in the testset, characterized by
observation sequence = 01, 02,.. , O,-, and for each
word model, Ày, we calculate P, = Pr(0 Al according to
the procedure of the section on Solution to the Three
HMM Problems.
3. We choose theword whose model probabilityis highest, i.e.
v' = argmax[P]
1vV
TheHMM based recognizer has been applied to several
word recognitiontasks using both a discrete symbol observation set (VQ codebook' symbols)', and at least two
continuous observation models. The table below (based
on experiments performed at AT&T Bell- Laboratories)
gives some performance characteristics for a speaker independent system using a vocabulary of 10 digits.

0

CjkX[X /hjk,U)k]

where CIk is the mixture weight, X is the normal density
and pjk and UJk are the mean vectorand covariance matrix
associatedwith state j, mixture k.
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rational information is often represented in a normalized
form forword models, (since the word boundary is essentially known), in the form:
P1(I/T) =

/

probabilityof being in state for exactly (I/T) of
theword,where T isthenumberof.frames in the
word and I is the number of frames spent in
state j.

A typical set of histograms of P1(l/T) for a 5-state model
for the word "six" is shown in Fig. 9. As seen from the
figure, the firststate is generally verybrief; the second and
third states have longer duration; the fourth state has a
well-defined peak in the densitywith an average duration
ofabout20 percent of the word and is never skipped over
(i.e. (/T = 0); the final state (the stop plus the fricative)
covers about 50 percent of the word length and is also
always present in the utterances.
It is found that this durational information is rather
robust under different channel conditions and is quite
useful forword recognition.Themain effectappearsto be
from the resultantconstraintthat certain states must be
present for some minimum duration.
Scoreevaluation

In the section on Solutions to the Three HMM Problems, we already explained how the forward-backward
procedure works in obtaining the quantity Pr(OIA). .This
quantity is the summation of Pr(O, A) over all possible
state sequences I. Since the Viterbi algorithm efficiently
finds themaximum of Pr(O,!IA) over all I, a question
is then: what is the relationship between Pr(O A) and
max, Pr(O,!IA)?
Interestinglyenough,for speech signals and with some
properlychosen model specifications, the dynamic range

I

of Pr(O, I IA) is usually very large and max1 Pr(O,I I A) is
usually the only significant term in the summation for
Pr(O IA). Therefore, in such cases, either the forward-

backward procedure or the Viterbi algorithm works
equally well in the word recognitiontask.
Other considerations
HMM's provide a frameworkbased upon which highe.r
level structures in continuous speech signals may be integrally modelled. Care, however, must be taken in implementingsuch an extension.
The above,left-to-right word models effectively exploit
such a priori information as the word boundaries. Direct
concatenation of the above word model may or may not
be viable for continuous speech recognition,particularly
when the vocabulary is large. Constructing a global HMM
from small HMM's based upon such' units as phonemes,
etc. has been and is still being pursued.
Another consideration relates to the robustness of the
modelingtechnique.Different assumptions on the form
ofobservation density,aswellas the a priori Markovstructure constraints lead to different levels of robustness in
performingthe recognitiontask. This robustness issue, of
course, is compounded by the various representations of
the short-timespeech.symbols (spectra). Some representations may be better characterized as Gaussian multivariates and some may be less susceptible to channel
fluctuations, speaker variations, and noise contamination
etc. It is yet unknownwhat the best combination is.
The above considerations in no way discourage the use
of HMM in speech recognition. On the contrary, these
are the main directionsthat research effort is pointing to
for solving theultimate recognitionproblemwith HMM's.
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